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Abstract

COVID-19 has impacted all aspects of everyday normalcy globally. During the height of the pandemic, people shared
their (PI) with one goal—to protect themselves from contracting an “unknown and rapidly mutating” virus. The
technologies (from applications based on mobile devices to online platforms) collect (with or without informed
consent) large amounts of PI including location, travel, and personal health information. These were deployed to
monitor, track, and control the spread of the virus. However, many of these measures encouraged the trade-off on
privacy for safety. In this paper, we reexamine the nature of privacy through the lens of safety focused on the health
sector, digital security, and what constitutes an infraction or otherwise of the privacy rights of individuals in a
pandemic as experienced in the past 18 months. This paper makes a case for maintaining a balance between the
benefit, which the contact tracing apps offer in the containment of COVID-19 with the need to ensure end-user
privacy and data security. Specifically, it strengthens the case for designing with transparency and accountability
measures and safeguards in place as critical to protecting the privacy and digital security of users—in the use,
collection, and retention of user data. We recommend oversight measures to ensure compliance with the principles of
lawful processing, knowing that these, among others, would ensure the integration of privacy by design principles
even in unforeseen crises like an ongoing pandemic; entrench public trust and acceptance, and protect the digital
security of people.

Policy Significance Statement

This research uses the COVID-19 pandemic to illustrate the prioritization of security (digital or otherwise) and
health safety, over the peoples’ right to privacy—without informed consent. It raises the question of whether
contact tracingmeasures can be deemed successful if the vast intrusion to privacy rights of persons is considered?
The research concludes that privacy, safety, and security are not mutually exclusive even in crisis as experienced
globally in the last 18 months with COVID-19. Critical to the successful deployment of any interventions is
ensuring laws and policies developed should be done collaboratively engendering trust, with the goal of enabling
the safety, security, and right to privacy of persons. Our research also recommends that there should be the
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implementation of a principles-based trust framework including the centering and implementation of transpar-
ency and accountability in the use, collection, and retention of user data.

1. Definition of Terms

1.1. Privacy

Privacy is a person’s choice to be “left alone”—free from any external interference or intrusion into what
they have designated as their personal information (PI; Warren and Brandeis, 1890; FindLaw, 2019).

1.2. Health safety

Health safety (also referred to as health security) refers to “…the activities required to minimize
vulnerability to acute public health events that endanger the collective health of populations living across
geographic regions and international boundaries” (Aldis, 2009).

1.3. Digital security

The principle of digital security requires that appropriate technical or organizational measures are
implemented when processing PI to protect the information against accidental, unauthorized or unlawful
access, use, modification, disclosure, loss, destruction, or damage.1

2. Privacy and Digital Security

Privacy and security are mutually dependent.2 Although both concepts require connected but different
approaches, they are both key to enabling an individual or an organization’s ability to be locally relevant
and globally competitive. Privacy is focused on safeguarding the rights of individuals—the right to be left
alone—while digital security is concerned with protecting the confidentiality, integrity, and availability
(CIA) of information. Thus, while privacy establishes a normative framework for deciding who should
legitimately have the capability to access and alter information, digital security implements those choices.

With rapid advancements in technological innovations in the data-driven economy, there aremagnified
digital security threats, which require countermeasures—from a privacy and security approach (Sicari
et al., 2015). Protecting the privacy of individuals is integral to protecting data and securing systems that
contain this data and networks through which this data traverses. These protections and safeguards
minimize vulnerabilities to digital security threats and mitigate the harm caused by unauthorized access,
collection, deletion, modification, and disclosure of data (Bambauer, 2013). Therefore, there must be
enforcement of digital security and privacy policies to ensure data confidentiality and authentication
within a digital economy. Together with the conventional security solutions, there is also the need to
provide built-in security in devices to pursue dynamic prevention, detection, diagnosis, isolation, and
countermeasures against data breaches (Bambauer, 2013).

2.1. Status of digital security in privacy protection

Digital security as a data protection principle broadly provides that an unauthorized person should not
have access to data. In addition, data should be kept secured and not compromised. CIA is fundamental
tenets in the development of digital security (Stewart et al., 2012). In managing the digital security of an
organization, one or more of these principles must be in place.

1 General Data Protection Regulation, Recital 39 and Article 591 (f); Modernized Convention 108, Article 7.
2 Security provides individuals with the freedom to live their lives with dignity and personal autonomy, and make life choices free
from fear and coercion, and privacy enables individuals “to achieve self-determination and develop their personalit[ies] free from
coercion” (Maras, 2009).
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In most industrialized countries, the right to privacy and the status of digital security in privacy
protection is generally uncontroversial. Essentially, “everyone has the fundamental right to the protection
of data, information, and communication against unauthorized access by third parties” (Cornelius, 2019).
When it comes to developing countries3—“a country with little industrial and economic activity and
where people generally have low incomes”4—the case appears to be different, with developing countries
lagging in technological progress;—and right to privacy and the status of privacy in digital security is
affected by a country’s digital reflection—which also reflects in its digital security protection, and privacy
awareness.

In Canada, the federal privacy laws5 require organizations to make their employees aware of the
importance of maintaining the confidentiality of PI and that care be used in the disposal or destruction of
such to prevent unauthorized parties from gaining access (Cameron and Samadmoten, 2019). The
PIPEDA6 also speaks explicitly to the collection, use or disclosure of PI in the course of commercial
activity.

The principle of safeguards in PIPEDA similarly ensures that security safeguards are provided to
protect the PI of data subjects.7

In comparison, one finds that a developing country like India gives no cognizance to the right to
privacy. Instead, there is the right to personal liberty, which is often used to extend to the right to privacy.
Its Personal Data Protection Bill was just passed in 2019 (Kumaraguru and Cranor, 2005).

A quick look on the African continent shows that, unlike the western countries where there is a
recognized individual right to privacy, “there are arguments, rarely supported by empirical evidence, that
group interests outweigh individual interests due to the culture of collectivism; hence privacy claims are
less common” (Makulilo, 2015). One of the main results of a survey of the status of privacy protection in
digital security in a developing country revealed that “there was a higher fear of being unable to access
their data than the fear of privacy breaches” (Dev et al., 2019).

3. Health Safety Considerations and the COVID-19 Pandemic: Contact Tracing Apps

In December 2019, the spread of COVID-19 gained international attention with the World Health
Organization declaring it a global pandemic on March 11, 2020. Governments worldwide resorted to
track and trace technology and other data-driven tools to curb the spread of the virus (Zwitter and Gstrein,
2020). The enforcement of the health safety precautions, including the questioning of people about their
travels and movements, entailed privacy-invasive measures. At the same time, privacy regulations were
relaxed to protect the health safety of people. As the pandemic worsened and claimed more lives, more
stringent measures that further infringed on people’s right to privacy were employed.

The COVID-19 pandemic illustrates and confirms the immense pressures both public and private
entities face to widely collect, use and share individuals’ personal health data to facilitate a coordinated
pandemic response (Bernier and Thompson, 2020). The interventions in response to the pandemic have
revealed details about the actual or suspected illness and information and records of those around them.
The pandemic has exposed Governments to a tug of war between protecting the safety of people by
enforcing public health safety measures through tracking the corona virus to curtail its spread or
strengthening privacy measures to protect the sensitive PI and personal health information of persons.

3 The OECD list of developing countries contains 182 countries and territories with low and middle income, based on their gross
national income (GNI).
4 “Developing country.” Available at https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/developing-country.
5 Privacy Act and Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA).
6 Office of the Privacy Commission of Canada (January 2008) The Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act
(PIPEDA) in Brief. Available at https://www.priv.gc.ca/en/privacy-topics/privacy-laws-in-canada/the-personal-information-protec
tion-and-electronic-documents-act-pipeda/pipeda_brief/.
7 Office of the Privacy Commissioner of Canada, “PIPEDA fair information principles” (16 September 2011). Available at https://
www.priv.gc.ca/en/privacy-topics/privacy-laws-in-canada/the-personal-information-protection-and-electronic-documents-act-
pipeda/p_principle/.
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We then face a situation where many countries, such as Singapore, applauded for proper management of
the COVID-19 outbreak, actually “utilized aggressive surveillance measures to track, trace and isolate
affected individuals.”8 China is stated to have made use of authoritarian and at first effective measures. In
contrast, some countries like Italy and Spain, faced more caseloads with a more relaxed approach to the
pandemic.

Therefore, the problem appears to be the delineation of the two concepts. Privacy and safety are seen as
mutually exclusive, with the belief that one must be sacrificed at the expense of the other. Choosing
between privacy and health safety has been regarded as a “false choice,” “a false trade-off,” on the basis
that “we can achieve the public health benefits of data without accepting abusive and illicit surveillance”
(Goldenfein et al., 2020). Of course, good data—“comprehensive and accurate information about who has
been infected and how, and which interventions did or did not work” (Goldenfein et al., 2020)—is needed
to curb the spread of COVID-19 effectively. However, what we witness is “vast profiteering as both
governments, and corporate entities use the crisis to extract and commodify personal data…under these
conditions, sacrificing privacy for health means yielding further control to governments and tech
companies that have already gained undue power through technological means.”

We must state that though the two concepts of privacy and safety can be approached differently, they
function best when they co-exist. A level of balance can be sought to be attained between privacy and
health safety, such that “intrusions on privacy in the public interest are treated as exceptions rather than
norms” (Goldenfein et al., 2020). These exceptions must be justified, with restriction of use to which such
information collected in a crisis is put (Goldenfein et al., 2020). Also, legalmechanisms can be put in place
to ensure “democratic control over new technological infrastructures” (Goldenfein et al., 2020) such that
operating system providers, telecommunications companies, and app developers can be regulated and
held accountable for data held during a crisis.

Many Governments are undecided on whether to use decentralized9 contact tracing apps with privacy
and security enhancing designs or focus more on public safety by using a contact tracing model that
processes more user data and therefore tracks a more significant percentage of individuals.

During the pandemic, people provide their data to map and combat the virus (purpose limitation) with
the expectation that such datawould not be used beyond the period. Even though it is not in contention that
the contact tracing apps aim to promote public health, there is the fear that the data disclosed by users for
contact tracing might be retained beyond the pandemic period. Therefore, it is not surprising that one of
the major privacy concerns is that the monitoring technologies deployed to combat the pandemic would
continue to be used post-COVID and used for purposes different from the primary reason for collecting
the data (Goldenfein et al., 2020). This fear is aptly illustrated by Hu Yong, a professor at Peking
University’s School of Journalism andCommunication, when he asked, “has history ever shown that once
the government has surveillance tools, it will maintain modesty and caution when using them?”10 The
massive deployment and proliferation of surveillance cameras post the 9/11 incident in the United States
of America further drives home this point. Following the global panic after 9/11, there was the
“installation of radical new government data surveillance tools and practices, premised on the idea that
the key to counterterrorismwas data collection and analysis. As the counterterrorism debatewas framed in
terms of ‘privacy versus security,’ governments argued that the tangible threat of terrorism outweighed
more abstract concerns about privacy, justifying pervasive surveillance as necessary for public safety.
Much of that global surveillance constellation persists to this day, ‘even as evidence of its effectiveness is
lacking’” (Kirchner, 2015; Goldenfein et al., 2020).

As Governments and stakeholders worldwide are focused on ensuring the health or safety of persons
fromCOVID-19, cybersecurity issues seem to be on the rise. COVID-19 has presented an opportunity for
cybercriminals to capitalize on the chaos of the pandemic and pounce on unsuspecting persons.
“Attackers are using COVID-19 as bait to impersonate brands, thereby misleading employees and

8 Hao (2020).
9 A decentralized database has no central server where data is stored and/or located.
10 Hao (2020).
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customers. This will likely result in more infected personal computers and phones. Not only are
businesses being targeted, but end-users who download COVID-19 related applications are also tricked
into downloading ransomware disguised as legitimate applications.”11 Apart from the digital security risk
from hackers, or threats from ransomware, phishing scams, and like threats, the data breach could result if
the information of users who contact the virus is revealed. Such data breach inherent in themass collection
of data would violate the privacy and digital security rights of victims who, based on such information,
could be “discriminated against, or denied some rights” (Bernier and Thompson, 2020).

Increased reliance on digital platforms during the outbreak of COVID-19 shows that legislative
frameworks that would protect users’ privacy while instilling confidence and trust in the use of the
platforms would go a long way in strengthening PI online.

In the aftermath of COVID-19, it is essential that cybersecurity practices are prioritized and effective
cyber riskmanagementmeasures put in place. Proactive stepsmust be taken, andmeasures put in place for
detection and response to such attacks.12

4. Impact of Adopted Policies in Tackling COVID-19 in Developing Countries

The COVID-19 pandemic has caused countries worldwide to adopt policies to guarantee the health safety
of its citizens. The burning question which arises with the adoption of these policies, is whether the health
safety of individuals should be overly prioritized against their individual rights to privacy and digital
security. The answer towhether one of these should override the other, depends among others, on country-
specific regulations and cultural norms, as well as the state of COVID-19 infections in each region
(Deloitte, 2020c).

The pandemic is challenging different facets of everyday life. Societal notions of justice are also
questioned. For instance, it is said that Black Americans are 2.4 times more likely to die of COVID-19
than areWhite Americans. The COVID-19 policies andmeasures of different Governments, have diverse
impacts on its people. For example, “the burden of home confinement is greater in an urban apartment
with several family members than in less dense housing, the burden of discontinuing public transportation
falls more harshly on those without cars, and the burden of closing nonessential businesses is more
onerous for low-wage service workers who cannot telecommute and who have modest savings”
(Rothstein, 2020).

Other interventions may also have adverse effects with particular respect to some groups of people;
such as people with disabilities or preexisting health conditions, individuals experiencing homelessness,
senior citizens, people with cognitive impairments, and immigrants who lack English fluency (Rothstein,
2020).

In most developing countries where there exists a higher percentage of lower-income people, and
people with less access to smartphones, the use of location data on phones would be of less significance to
this category of people. The result being that the health information collected through this mediumwould
not extend to this group of people. The lesson from this, is that adopted policies should be continually
evaluated to ensure specificity to a people, and allow the inclusion of all.

5. Evaluating the Trade-off between Privacy and Security: Post-COVID

The proliferation of COVID-19 impacted many aspects of everyday activity. In the face of the pandemic,
the urgent need to ensure safety allowed people’s right to privacy to be quickly eroded. At the height of the
pandemic, many people shared their PI with hopes of protecting themselves against the virus; monitoring
technologies—contact tracing apps—for the collection and processing of data (such as location data,

11 Deloitte (2020a).
12 Deloitte (2020a).
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travel data andmedical data) were deployed to curtail and track the spread of the virus. However, many of
these measures encouraged the trade-off of privacy for security or safety during the pandemic.

The COVID-19 pandemic illustrates the tendency of governments and other entities to trade privacy
for safety or security. Although contact tracing apps ensure public safety by monitoring the spread of the
coronavirus, the apps that monitor the location of suspected ill to inform or notify others who might have
beenwithin the vicinity raise unprecedented concerns about people’s privacy. The trade-off that arises in a
pandemic is that we sacrifice our personal data to save our lives or those around us. Regardless of the
pandemic, interference of one’s privacy rights should be proportionate and reasonable in the given
circumstance.

Although in the face of a pandemic, where health safety and privacy are involved, it might be
challenging to choose between the two. The dilemma arises in trying to decide what information is
private and what information in the face of the pandemic must be available to the public for the sake of
public interest and safety.

5.1. Enabling meaningful balance between privacy, health safety, and digital security in a pandemic

In facing the future, an important question is whether the health safety measures through monitoring
interventions or contact tracing apps can be deemed successful if one considers the vast intrusion to
privacy rights of persons? In answering this, we propose maintaining a balance between the concepts of
privacy, health safety and digital security. There must be a refrain from viewing the concepts as mutually
exclusive, with the belief that one must be sacrificed at the expense of the other; because although the
concepts can be approached differently, they function best when they co-exist. Where the circumstances
then require that the right to privacy be restricted for the sake of public interest and public health safety,
mechanisms must be put in place;—for instance, provisions for the restriction to be reasonable, time-
specific, and exceedingly necessary in the circumstance—for if the rights of individuals cannot be
guaranteed, chaos resulting from violations of rights would be unavoidable. There can also be the
implementation of regulations such as the Seattle Surveillance Ordinance (CB 118930), which allows
for transparency, accountability, and public trust; by ensuring that “the public has the opportunity toweigh
the costs and benefits of new surveillance technology—including the impact on civil liberties—before the
City obtains it” (ACLU of Washington, 2017). Implementing such regulations would mandate Govern-
ment agencies to consider the impact of surveillance technology, build public trust, and prevent the abuse
of such technology. There is the proposal being fielded that big tech ought to be regulated as public utility
(Scott, 2021) such that “contact tracing response, for instance, could bemanaged—from data collection to
analysis to implementation—by democratically accountable public health authorities, for the sake of
public health alone, and be shielded from both market and policing pressures” (Goldenfein et al., 2020).

Relating this to the incidences of trade-off in a pandemic, the benefits which the contact tracing apps
offer in the containment of COVID-19 can be balanced with the need to ensure that there is no threat to the
PI and the right to privacy and digital security of users. This balance can bemaintained by ensuring that the
data collected during the period is used strictly to ensure containment of the virus; through lawful, fair, and
transparent use of the data; and controlled access to the data.

In addition, the use of decentralized contact tracing Apps used in combating COVID-19 should be
applauded for minimizing privacy risks while ensuring the digital security and health safety of people. To
this extent, we must emphasize the importance of putting adequate measures and safeguards in place to
protect the privacy and digital security of users by ensuring transparency and accountability in the use,
collection, and retention of user data. We also recommend complying with the principles of lawful
processing, knowing that these factors, among others, would ensure integration of the principles of
privacy, entrench public trust and acceptance, and protect the digital security of people.

In addition, as further digitalization and contactless interactions become widespread in the wake of the
pandemic, digital literacy must be improved to ensure the public is prepared for the increasing change.
Also, “societies will need to adopt specific regulations and revisions of existing laws to strike the right
balance between such data collection and personal freedom as new technologies are adopted” (Park,
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2021). Further, “a social consensus on the acceptable level of conditional data collection for public health
safety and the appropriate methods for collection must be addressed head-on in preparation for the next
pandemic” (Park, 2021).

6. Conclusion

It is expected that in a pandemic, “fundamental rights will have to be balanced against each other. The
question is whether the outcome of the balancing exercise between the right to health and the right to
privacy needs to be a limitation of the latter and if so, whether this limitation is necessary, proportionate
and restricted in time” (Deloitte, 2020b). The incidences of the COVID-19 pandemic revealed that in
focusing only on the safety of persons, the interventions in response to the pandemic revealed PI of actual
or suspected ill, resulting in violation of privacy rights and trade-off of privacy for safety; and justified the
fear that the urgency needed to curtail the virus might give way to the violation of privacy rights. Moving
forward, wemust not treat privacy, health safety, and digital security asmutually exclusive. In evaluating a
trade-off, the aim should be the attainment of balance between the concepts. The balance can be attained
by ensuring the health safety and digital security of persons while also protecting their right to privacy.
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